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Homebuyers not getting full picture from protector Tarion, July 8

As a new home owner and Tarion warranty holder, I am concerned about the views of Tarion

senior management in this article.

Tarion's president, Howard Bogach urges consumers to do "a lot more research" picking new
home builders. Isn't that Tarion's job, since it is "sole licenser of builders"? Should an airline
passenger have to investigate a pilot records before taking a flight? To shift part ofthe regulatory
responsibility back to the consumer doesn't make sense.

Also, homeowners with unresolved defects are reluctant to speak to prospective purchasers for
fear of negatively impacting their home's value, or other homes in their neighbourhood.

Harry Herskovitz's justification for Tarion's builder-dominated board by likening it to the Ontario
College of Physicians and Surgeons (OCPS) is inappropriate. I count seven physicians out of 19 on
that regulatory board.

Also the OCPS regulates disputes, Tarion's board does not; doctors take a Hippocratic "do no
harm" oath, builders do not swear an oath to do public good, they operate businesses for profit;
and there is no regulatory ceiling on how much profit a builder can make. Where's the similarity?

Tarion's senior management knows the problems very well, but has not, or will not, act to remedy
them.

Barbara Captijn, Toronto

Most are satisfied with Tarion's work, Letter July 9

Karen Mortfield says that less than one per cent of cases end up in a chargeable claim or
conciliation. That figure would suggest that Ontario builders have achieved a level of near
perfection. Does anyone think that reasonable or likely?

That Ms Mortfield would use that abysmal figure of acceptance of warrantable claims to support
that Tarion is doing a great job only pours salt in the wounds of the homeowners whose legitimate
elaims were denied.

Bev Craddock, Toronto
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We are currently renting a brand new home and we've already seen construction problems. It
gives you pause about even considering buying new housing when we're ready to. My daughter
room upstairs is too hot in the summer, despite air conditioning and too cold in the winter. This
should suggest either a problem with HVAC or insufficient insulation.

When we brought the problem to the attention of the builder's representative they merely reply
with the "everything is up to code" mantra. Building codes are way behind the kind of standards
considered adequate today and this allows builders to cheap out on what they should be. It's plain
to see that most housing built today is built as cheaply as possible to maximize the builders profits.

Shouldn't we also be reviewing current building standards along with ensuring that Tarion hasn't
just become a tool for these type of rogue builders to hide behind?

M. Schooff, Brampton
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MPPs of all stripes want audit of Tarion, July r5

As a new home buyer, you must pay Tarion a fee when you purchase a home. Anyone who has
moved into a new home that has serious defects knows what it's like to deal with Tarion. They
always advise the buyer to deal with the builder, knowing that they cannot possibly handle the
volume of reported problems that some builders ignore. To get the builder to carry out delayed
and refused repairs, Tarion requests a claim form and another fee from the buyer.

Ontario Minister of Consumer Affairs Tracy MacCharles does not want a review of Tarion. Either
she does not understand that thousands ofhome buyers are being cheated every year, or she
simply does not care.

Tarion CEO Howard Bogach adds that MacCharles is "supportive of our work and our
transparency." Yes, work days lost and many wasted hours on the part of customers; and
transparency, meaning Tarion's invisibility when buyers are requesting help that they paid for up
front.

We know how difficult it is to get a builder to correct defects in construction and qualrty, and to
honour their purchase agreements. Tarion has, for so many years, deflected requests from buyers
and protected the builders.

Think about this: What other organization has been given a monopoly to make the customers pay
up front, and then turn around and protect the supplier? That's why many buyers are enraged.

Walter Gardecky, Milton
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MPP wants review of provincial real estate watchdog, Aug. z9

An old proverb says "Trust but verify." Tracy MacCharles, the consumer services minister
responsible for oversight over Tarion, is long on trust but short on verify. The script Tarion
submits to this ministry is served back to the public as another "trust us, we're looking after the
consumers' interests."

But not so fast. Tarion enjoys a monopoly in licensing builders, reporting their track records as
they see fit, selling new home warranties and, last but not least, a hands-off regulatory policy by
the Ministry of Consumer Services. Nice job if you can get it.

Consumer protection is the sole reason Tarion was created. Builders have plenty of their own
powerful, affluent lobby groups to protect their interests and privileges. To what extent have
powerful builder organizations hijacked the consumer protection mandate at Tarion? How much
consumer protection can we "trust" from a builder-dominated Tarion board and a hands-off
Tarion oversight ministry? Many consumers and opposition MPPs have trusted long enough. We
now want the verify part - a value for money audit of Tarion Warranty Corporation.

B. Captirjn, Toronto
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Catch up with condos, Editorial July zt

Your editorial quotes MPP Rosario Marchese as stating, "This government has a fondness for
self-regulating models that entrench private interests while shutting out consumers," a statement that
more or less confirms the widely held belief that such regulation seems to operate more for the
benefit of the private sector than the public interests for which it is created to protect.

In a zoo3 British Parliamentary study it was reported that the self-regulatory model is "outdated,

over-complex and insufficently accountable or transparent." When self-regulating bureaucracies
operating for industries and professions exhibit confusion between private and public concerns,
public confidence and trust are lost.

Tracy MacCharles, Ontario consumer services minister, lost an opportunity to challenge this notion
and renew, possibly, public trust by failing to authorize an audit of Tarion Warranty Corp. despite
encouragement from other MPPs to do so. It would have been a watershed act, had she done so,
perhaps releasing a dam leading for calls to other MPPs being asked to do the same for the
self-regulating agencies operating under their own respective portfolios.

Collectively then, our elected representatives could no longer balk and wipe their hands of a problem

by simply stating, "we have to respect that these are self-regulating agencies," thus effectively
implying that there is nothing to be done.

Make no mistake, something can be done. Other jurisdictions have acted to abolish the
self-regulatory model for professions and industries in an effort to restore public confidence and
trust.

In Ontario public tolerance for a system of regulation not fully administering in its interests is
exhausted. Ontarians need fearless leadership to affect the change that will see the professions and
industries working to operate solely in their interests.

Mary Louise Mallory, Oakville
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Put justice within reach, Editorial Oct. 12

"The first thing we do, let's kill all the lawyers," wrote Shakespeare in Henry Vr, written in r59r -
a cry out against the perceived trickery in the legal system that seems to work against the average
person. Hard to believe that in 2013 we are still tryrng to make the justice system serve the needs
of everyday people in everyday life.

Help may be on the way. Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Beverley Mclachlin, has thankfully
initiated a study that could bring about much-needed reform. The report, "A Roadmap for
Change," advocates more problem-solving, and putting the needs of the public first.

The choice to self-represent is usually out of financial necessity: a settlement of gr5,ooo is little
use to anyone if it's wiped out by legal costs of $ro,ooo. But to self-represent is a "lose-lose"
proposition for everyone - individuals, our communities and the taxpayer. It over-burdens our
already sclerotic system, and causes extreme stress and financial hardship to individuals and
families.

Many find out that being right and getting a judgment in your favour are two different things. The
current judicial system seems to favour those who can afford experienced and crafty lawyers.
Access to a courtroom is not access to justice. The reallife courtroom is a far cry from a Judge
Judy TV show.

Self-represented parties are often held to the same standards lawyers are. To learn the skills
lawyers themselves take years to learn - interpreting case law, applying legal precedents, cross-
examination of expert witnesses, asking non-leading questions, writing factums, understanding
the rules of procedure, filing and serving documents, understanding of burdens of proof,
deciphering legal terminology, defending oneself against delaying tactics such motions - is out of
reach for most consumers, even the best-prepared and well educated.

More mediation, more real understanding of the needs of the consumer, a more-problem-solving
approach as opposed to the current adversarial system, is urgently needed. To keep the scales of
justice slanted toward those with the deepest pockets and most experienced highly paid lawyers is
justice denied. And a boon to wrong-doers who can afford to pay their way out of wrong-doing at
someone else's expense.
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The Ontario License Appeal Tribunal is a case in point which would benefit greatly from judicial
reforms. It promotes itself, as does Tarion Warranty Corp. from whose decisions these appeals are
made, as a "consumer-friendly" court. It is nothing of the sort.

The failure rate for consumers at this tribunal is about 83 per cent (source: Canadians for Properly
Built Homes, zor3). This cumbersome, costly meat-grinder of a legal forum could be replaced by a
mandatory, independent mediation body for self-represented homeowners, using qualified
engineers instead of lawyers to judge technical aspects of new home defects.

This would probably be less time-consuming and waste fewer tax dollars. Why would one not want
this?

As the report states: "Everyday legal problems need everyday solutions that are timely, fair, and
cost-effective."

Amen.

Barbara Captijn, Toronto
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